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What is WSDL?
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What is WSDL?

WSDL stands for Web Service Description

Language.

WSDL is an XML document.

WSDL is used to describe Web services.

WSDL is also used to locate Web services.
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Why WSDL?

Many Organizations provide web services over

the network.

For a client to use a particular web service he

has to know the format of the request to be sent

and the format of the response that is returned.

Client can also know the address of the web

service using WSDL.
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Why WSDL?

WSDL is an XML format for describing network

services as a set of endpoints operating on

messages containing either document-oriented

or procedure-oriented information.

The operations and messages are described

abstractly, and then bound to a concrete network

protocol and message format to define an

endpoint.
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Structure of WSDL file

The WSDL document can be divided into two

groups of sections.

1) Abstract Definition.

Platform and language independent elements are specified.

2) Concrete Descriptions.

Platform and language dependent elements are specified.

Abstract Definition group contains <types>,

<messages> and <portType> elements.

Concrete Description group contains <binding>

and <service> elements.
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Structure of WSDL

Abstract Definition

group contains

<types>, messages>

and <portType>

elements.

Concrete Description

group contains

<binding> and

<service> elements.
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WSDL Elements
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WSDL Elements

<definitions>

Root element of the WSDL document.

Contains all other elements definitions in the

documents.

Sets the name of the WSDL document and declares

the namespaces used in the document.
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WSDL Elements
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WSDL Elements

Types

Data type definitions

Used to describe exchanged messages

Uses W3C XML Schema as canonical type system

Contains schema definitions of the data types used in

the messages that compose the service.

WSDL uses XML Schema syntax to define data types.

This element is optional if the service uses the primitive

data types defined by XML Schema.
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WSDL Example: Types
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WSDL Elements

Message

Abstract, typed definitions of data being exchanged

Defines the content of a message that the service

supports.

Each message holds one or more part elements.

A part reference a parameter in the message.

The parts can be compared to the parameters of a

function call in a traditional programming language.
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WSDL Elements (message)

Sample of <message> element.
<message name="MessageName">

<part name="PartName" type="TypeRef"/>

</message>

Name Attribute:
Specify the name of the message and name of part

in the case of respective elements. Other elements in

the WSDL document use this name to refer to this

message.
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WSDL Elements (message)

<message name="getSummary"> 

<part name="zipcode" type="xsd:string"/> 

</message> 

<message name="getSummaryResponse"> 

<part name="return“ type=“wsx:WeatherSummary"/> 

</message> 

The message named getSummary consists of a string

named zipcode.

The message named getSummaryResponse consists

of a WeatherSummary named return.
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WSDL Elements

portType

Collection of operations

Abstract definition of a service

A port type is a named set of abstract operations .

An operation is a set of messages.

The <portType> element can be compared to a function

library (or a module, or a class) in a traditional

programming language.
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WSDL Elements (portType)

<portType name=“nmtoken”>

<operation name=“nmtoken” .... /> 

<input message=“input message name”/>

<output message=“output message name”/>

</operation>  

</portType>  
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WSDL Elements

Operations

Abstract description of an action

Refers to an input and/or output messages
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WSDL Elements

Operations
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Types of Operations

One-way

The endpoint receives a message.

Request-response

The endpoint receives a message, and sends a

correlated message.

Solicit-response

The endpoint sends a message, and receives a

correlated message.

Notification

The endpoint sends a message.
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Types of Operations

One-way

<operation name=”submitPurchase”>

<input message=”purchase”/>

</operation>
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Types of Operations

Request-response

<operation name=”submitPurchase”>

<input message=”purchase”/>

<output message=”confirmation”/>

</operation>

<operation name=”submitPurchase”>

<input message=”purchase”/>

<output message=”confirmation”/>

<fault message=”faultMessage”/>

</operation> 24



Types of Operations

Solicit-response

<operation name=”clientQuery”>

<output

message=”bandwidthRequest”/>

<input message=”bandwidthInfo”/>

<fault message=”faultMessage”/>

</operation>
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Types of Operations

Notification

<operation name=”deliveryStatus”>

<output

message=”trackingInformation”/>

</operation>
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WSDL Elements

Binding

Concrete protocol and data format (encoding) for a

particular Port type

A binding element describes a specific communication

protocol for a portType element.

Each binding corresponds to a portType in the WSDL

document.

The binding element describes the specific protocol for

each message in each operation of the portType element
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WSDL Elements

Port

Defines a single communication endpoint

Endpoint address for binding

URL for HTTP, email address for SMTP
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WSDL Elements

Service

Aggregate set of related ports

A service element describes a Web service as a

collection of port elements.

A port element defines a specific network address for a

binding.
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WSDL Elements (Binding, Port, Service)
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WSDL View of a Web Service
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Web Service Invocation
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